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Kids who are happy make healthy and happier
students and we all know that . After a brief but
rejuvenating

summer

holidays,

the

online

classes resumed with renewed vigour. We
continue to place emphasis on teaching, and
reminding our students of the health and safety
practices that need to be implemented at all
times to protect ourselves and others from
Covid-19.
The teachers worked through the summer
break to help ensure a smooth running of the
pandemic stricken academic session and also
equipped

themselves

methodology

by

with

attending

latest
several

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SESSIONS .
Administrative

staff

and

support

staff

worked non stop to keep the school
operating and clean.
In this newsletter we are celebrating the
achievements of our CBSE class X and XII
board toppers who set the school ablaze with
their brilliant scores . We are extremely
proud of our

batch of 2019 - 20 and their

efforts.
Enjoy the success of Vishwa Bharatians !!!!

“Believe in yourself, take on your challenges, and dig deep within
yourself to conquer fears. Never let anyone bring you down. You got to
keep going.”
– Chantal Sutherland
The brilliant CBSE board results are testimony to this. Soaring high our students
continued their winning streak both in class XII and Class X. Snighdha Basu and
Mrigank Pawagi are District toppers in class XII & class X respectively.
Heartiest Congratulations to all the toppers. It’s a moment of immense pride for us.
You have not only made yourself but also your school and your parents proud .This
is the result of your hard work all through the year. So enjoy every bit of it.
I would also like to add here that accelerating our child’s education –even when
learning from home is our core mission. That’s why we’ve spent the summer
completely revamping our online learning system to create a more interactive
learning environment that’s easier to use for families, better connects students to
their teachers and classmates, and – most importantly – promotes academic growth
even while our campus is closed.
Our children have always been our strength and our biggest accomplishment. My
sincere gratitude to all our teachers and parents for their constant guidance,
unwavering support and for being a source of inspiration for the students.
We hope that everyone is staying safe and healthy and look forward to tackling the
challenges posed in this unique 2020-2021 .
Dr V.K.Ganju
(General Secretary)
.

"Success is the sum of small efforts, repeated day in and day
out.”
-Robert Collier
I would like to congratulate our class X and class XII
students for their outstanding results . Our exemplary board
results are surely the outcome of hardwork ,dedication,
perseverance and excellent teamwork of Vishwa Bharatians.
Our

grade

XII

students

have

set

high

performance

benchmarks for their juniors. Heartiest congratulations to all
the students and our sincere blessings as you embark on a
new educational journey to pursue your dreams.
It doesn't matter what your ambition is or what you want to
become later on in life. You did well for your exams and that
proves you have the ability and talent to become who you
want to be. Go forward with your educational journey , set
your career goals high and don’t stop until you reach there.
All the Best!!!!
Ms. Veera Pandey
(Principal)

Prisha Dhar of 3-C brought
laurels to the school by bagging
3rd Position in an All India Level
Singing Competition organized
by Arihant Publications titled “
BLOOM TALENT HUNT” on the
theme Father’s Day.

The budding talents, Harshit Manocha (5A) and
Kavya Garg (5E) brought laurels to the school by
bagging FIRST POSITION in an Interschool
Competition organised by Mayor School, Noida
titled “ Battle of Titans” on the topic MULTIMEDIA
CRUNCH.
A PPT and video was made by the blooming stars
on the topic “Future Technology AR and VR” and
the children displayed an exceptional array of
confidence.

On the occasion of
“International Tiger Day” ,
a quiz was conducted for the
students of Classes 4 & 5 on
29 July, 2020 to raise their
awareness about Tiger
Conservation. The tiny
tots took part entusiastically and the quiz was a
huge success.

On the Occasion of Parents Day, various Activities were
conducted for classes 1-5. The budding talents displayed their
love for their parents in a beautiful way.
Class I – Speaking Activity
Class II – Photo Frame Making
Class III – Poster Making
Class IV – Collage Making
Class V – Power Point Presentation

An activity on “Adaptation in animals” was conducted in
Class 4. Children used mask, hand puppets, soft toys, pets
as props to speak on a few adaptations found in animals.

“A

Salad is not a meal, it’s a style” – Fran Lebowitz

A HEALTHY SALAD MAKING ACTIVITY WAS CONDUCTED FOR THE
STUDENTS OF CLASS 5 AND RAINBOW SALAD MAKING ACTIVITY
WAS CONDUCTED FOR CLASS 2.
THE BUDDING CHEFS TOOK PART ENTUSIASTICALLY AND THE
ACTIVITY WAS A HUGE SUCCESS.

Nothing succeeds like success
When steadily raising one’s own level of aspirations is made
a

habit,

flaming

victory

becomes

a

routine.

Vishwa

Bharatians continued to move regally ahead for the third
consecutive year with exemplary results in class XII and
Class X CBSE Examination 2019-2020.
The stunning results validate that we at Vishwa Bharati
always aim at providing the best learning opportunities to
thrive in the everchanging competitive world.
Snigdha Basu maintained the legacy of crafting outstanding
results,

scored

a whopping 99.4%

surpassing

all the

previous records and emerged as the district and Noida
Topper in class XII while Mrigank Pawagi

became the

district topper with 99.4% in class X Examination.
We salute the winning combination of the tenacity and
dedication of the teachers and the perseverance of the
students .Hats off……..

Class XII
Overall toppers of Class XII 2019 - 20

Class XII

Class XII
SNIGDHA BASU 99.4%
SCIENCE STREAM

As I sat preparing for a practice test scheduled for later
that day, I couldn’t help but check the news update for
CBSE results. It was at quarter before one that the news
flashed that CBSE results have been announced. With
shaky hands I retrieved my admit card and opened the
link but the site had crashed. The next one hour and a half
were those of anxiety for the entire house during which I
had my lunch which I found hard to swallow down. As I
was finishing the meal, my marksheet was finally
displayed on the digilocker app. In a glance I saw that I
lost a total of 3 marks and I thought that it was showing
my class 10th marksheet by mistake in which I scored the
same. I checked the subjects and my credentials before
announcing out loud to my parents that I scored 99.4%
once again.
What followed was happiness and excitement. The
exhilaration of the moment flushed out the anxiety and
frustration of the past hour. I called up my teachers who

But more important here is the year long hard
work and preparation it took in making the day
so memorable. Maintaining a consistent study
schedule throughout the year was challenging
but

essential.

Understanding

concepts,

practicing previous year questions, attempting
mock tests and juggling all this with preparation
for entrance exams were a bit difficult to pull

seemed as over the moon as I was. I then received many

off at times but at the end it was all worth it. I

calls from various media houses, appeared for a virtual

also made sure that I slept well and enjoyed

interview and replied to many congratulatory messages.

outings with friends and family to maintain a

Taking out some time, I locked myself in a room, calmed

healthy state of mind. I am grateful to my

myself to sit for a three hour long practice test and ended

parents

up finishing it within two hours as the euphoria hadn’t

throughout and my teachers for their guidance

quite settled in.

and equal amount of hard work that they put in

The evening saw the coming of a reporter to my house

for our results. Last but not the least, a big

and another interview, few more phone calls from

thanks to my friends for lifting me up during

teachers who taught me in junior classes and friends. The

hard times and my dog for helping me maintain a

day ended with celebratory ice cream and gulab jamun, a

positive mental status.

sweet ending to a hectic day.

write, in order to climb up, it is the rough

for

their

never

ending

support

To conclude I would

branches that we need to get hold of not the
blossoms.

Class XII
SCIENCE STREAM

VAIBHAV MISHRA 98.8%

ABHIVYAKTI MISHRA
HUMANITIES STREAM

AVIRAL GUPTA-97.6%

It’s a dream for many,
It’s a dream worth a million pennies,
It’s a dream to be good,

COMMERCE STREAM

A dream that differentiates the human from
the woods.
My rollercoaster ride of fourteen years surely
ended up with a bang. From representing my
school on different occasions to being the
Head Girl of the school, time just went by. But
my top most priority was always my studies.
Constant support and doubt clearing classes
by my lovely teachers surely helped me to

KHUSHI CHAUHAN-97%

achieve this. Their motivating words and
actions always inspired me and made me
believe that I can achieve anything if I am
determined to do so. Those doubt clearing
sessions in the school corridors and concept
explanations in the classrooms surely helped
me in achieving the score. And in the end they
of course made me believe that, the sky may

MANYA BASSI-97%

be the limit for many but for you it’s the
destination.
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Class X Subjectwise
100 % Scoreers
MATHEMATICS 100% score
ARISHIKA SINGH
ADITYA KUMAR
AYONNA SAHA
AYUSHMAAN PARMAR
ALANKRIT SINGH

HINDI 100% score
SNEHA AGARWAL
PRANVI PANDEY

SOCIAL SCIENCE 100% score
MRIGANK PAWAGI
BHUMIKA MALIK
JYOTI SHIKHA
PRANVI PANDEY
SHUBHAM GOYAL
AYUSHMAAN PARMAR
ANUSHA SARKAR
KUSHAGRA SINGH
AAYUSHI MISHRA
PURVA BATRA
MAHI TYAGI
SIDDHANTA JEPH
SUVINAY BHAT
ANSHIKA AVANA

SANSKRIT 100% score
MRIGANK PAWAGI
RISHIKA SINGH
SHUBH BAJPAI
RUHEEN SHARIFF
VIDHI BANSAL
SONAKSHI RAWAT
TANISHA KOTHARI
NOOR SEHGAL

SCIENCE 100% score
ABHIMANYU CHAUHAN

IT 100% score
MRIGANK PAWAGI
SNEHA AGARWAL
BHUMIKA MALIK
ADITYA KUMAR
AYONNA SAHA
ABHIMANYU CHAUHAN
MEGHNA MADHU
DHRUV BHATT
SOM SINGH
SNEHA
NEHAL JAIN
ITI JAIN
DHANU TEOTIA
MANAV AGGARWAL
NAIRITA GUHA
ANUSHREE SHARMA
MOHIMA GHOSAL
AKSHITA KUMAR
ADITI JAIN
ALANKRIT SINGH
AMRIT GULATI
AGRIM GUPTA
TANMAY JOSHI

World Population Day
The World Population Day is a United Nations' initiative
celebrated on the 11th of July every year. This day aims at
spreading awareness about the exploding world population
and the importance of reproductive health. Population is and
is supposed to be one of the leading concerns of countries
like India and China
To make an international day a springboard for awarenessraising actions, Brain Teasers - Quiz club at VBPS, Noida
conducted an online quiz on 11th July, 2020.
The Theme of the quiz was

: World Population Day

It was open for all students of classes 8-10 on Saturday the
11th July 2020 at 11.30 am .
The quiz consisted of 40 MCQ type question and was for a
duration of 30 mins.
We got an overwhelming response from the students:
234 participants and 09 winners with respect to the scores
out of 40.

Online Quiz
An online

quiz on World Day to Combat

Desertification and Drought was conducted by
Vishwa Bharati Public School,Noida on 17th
June,2020.The

event

witnessed

an

overwhelming response. About 621 students of
class

7th

to

competition.
organised

by

12th

The

participated

quiz

Dr.Bharti

was

in

the

curated

and

Sinha.

With

its

challenging questions, the quiz provided a
platform to create awareness along with a
competitive spirit. All students were provided
with a participation certificate, where as the top
scorers were awarded with a certificate of
appreciation. The initiative by our esteemed
principal and respective heads along with the
active participation of students made the event
a massive success.

Online Quiz

Workshops
We had three types of workshops for students
and teachers in the month of June.

Workshop I
An online workshop , was conducted on 19th
June & 20th June 2020 for classes XI & XII .
All students & teachers attended the workshop on

"Intellectual Property Rights"
by Simran Sachdeva ,
Assistant Manager , CIPAM, Department for
Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade,
Ministry of Commerce & Industry.
It was a very informative and interactive
workshop .

Workshop II
Another online workshop on

" Quiz "
was conducted on 22nd June 2020 .
for students of Classes IX - XII
by
Anindita Basu Roy (Trainer & Quizzer)
and
Vitthal Sai Kaul (ex-student VBPS, Noida)
The children enjoyed and participated with
enthusiasm

Workshop III
On 27th June 2020 a Teacher's Webinar was
organized on the topic

"Tight Spots in Teaching"
By Swami Chidrupananda Ji , Acharya, Chinmaya
Mission, Noida.
There was also a Question and answer session after
the workshop

Always try to represent yourself as
HAPPY ..
Initially , it becomes your LOOK
gradually it becomes your HABIT
and finally it becomes your
PERSONALITY
Swami Vivekanand

